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3S.NOM / that one
pers


















Free  My house is better than his house. (00:00:17.461 - 00:00:19.531; 00:00:21.501 - 00:00:24.564; 00:00:31.202 -
























































































3S.NOM / that one
pers





























































3S.NOM / that one
pers























































































Free  These pastries were better than the previous (ones). (00:02:25.554 - 00:02:27.748; 00:02:29.300 -














































































































































































































































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers















































3S.NOM / that one
pers












































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers
































































































of last year, last year’s
adj
.





















































of last year, last year’s
adj
.





















































of last year, last year’s
adj
.











3S.NOM / that one
pers





before, earlier, in former times
adv
































Free  She was more beautiful in former times. (00:09:47.620 - 00:09:49.370; 00:09:50.840 - 00:09:53.029;

















































































































































to skip, to hop
v


















































































3S.NOM / that one
pers























go, come (no CM)
v







































3S.NOM / that one
pers
















































before, earlier, in former times
adv
before, earlier, in former times
adv
.











3S.NOM / that one
pers
















































before, earlier, in former times
adv
before, earlier, in former times
adv
.























Attaches to any category






























































Attaches to any category






























































3S.NOM / that one
pers





the same, of the same kind, identical
adj

























































3S.NOM / that one
pers





the same, of the same kind, identical
adj
















































































































































































Mito (male given name)
nprop  (M/1)
































































































































what, that... (conjunctive word)
relpro






























that much, that many
adv
































what, that... (conjunctive word)
relpro









































that much, that many
adv












go, come (no CM)
v





















what, that... (conjunctive word)
relpro









































that much, that many
adv












go, come (no CM)
v





















what, that... (conjunctive word)
relpro






























that much, that many
adv












to rise, to gain weight
v
to rise, to gain weight
v
.















































































































































































































fast, quickly, rapidly, soon
adv






























































(with Davar) spoil, wear out, become ruined
***
.
Free  The more clothes are changed, the faster they wear out?? (00:20:02.891 - 00:20:08.733; 00:20:10.822 -
00:20:21.744)
